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Abstract 
Flood hazard is one of the common disaster accidents in coal production. And it not only brings huge property loss, but also threatens 
life safety all the time. It is of great significance to identify the source of water inrush in the process of coal production. This paper 
applies FAT to analyze the hazard common source of mine water inrush. 
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1. Introduction  
With bad production environment and complex geological environment, there will be always many kinds of natural 
hazards in the produce of coal production. While hydrographic conditions of the mine are complex in our country, most of 
the mine well faced serious flood hazard（Songgen Xie，1998）[1]. In recent years, more and more shaft enter the stage of 
deep exploitation, the hydrographic conditions are more complex, the frequency of water inrush accident in the process of 
coal production is increasing, and the loss is also more serious. According to incomplete statistics among 2000~2007, there 
are 473 great large water inrush accidents and 2635 persons dead and missing（Changshen Wang ect.,2009）[2]. it is a core 
work for the risk management of coal production to indentify and evaluate the risk source of water inrush accident. 
2. Fault tree analysis introduction 
The Fault Tree Analysis (FTA) as a technology was developed in 1962 by H. A. Watson (Bell Laboratories). It is a 
method of analysis and calculation scientifically for the identification of internal and external causes, which can lead to a 
defined product state (mostly a fault state) [3, 4]. Thereby the FTA can be usually used in reliability of complex systems for 
each kind of reliability system analysis including analysis with common mode and human failures. The general analysis 
process of FTA is as follows: 
 (1) Identifying top event, which is accident not expected in the object 
 (2) Analysis the basic event, which can be got through analyzing from “the result” to “reason”, until it can not be 
divided. 
 (3) Determining the logic relationship between each event and its direct reason, such as “or” or “and”. 
 (4) Preparing corresponding accident tree according to process flows and operating conditions, including technique, 
equipment, control and security measure and so on. 
 (5) Simplifing the accident tree used rules of Boolean algebra. We can get the relationship between top event and 
several minimal cut set （ 1x ， 2x ， 3x ，… nx ）, and calculate relative structural coefficient which is the impact on top 
event from basic event according to certain rules, and then sort each basic event according to structural importance. 
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 (6) When step（5）too complicated, the success tree which is the  duality to the accident can be got, and then we need 
get several minimal complement set （ 1x′， 2x′ ， 3x′，… nx′）and calculate the structural importance of each basic event 
through approximation method. 
3. Identificating risk source of mine water inrush 
3.1. Classifying of water inrush source in the process of coal production 
There are meteoric water, surface water, groundwater and goaf water which may cause water inrush. And according to 
gap characteristics of groundwater, it can be divided to pore water, fissure water and karst water. According to the 
categories of water, water inrush was divided to four types as follows：①meteoric water and surface water inrush; ② goaf 
water inrush; ③ unconsolidated layers water inrush; ④aquifer water inrush（Jiangmeng,2008）[5]. 
According to water inrush theory and energy accidental release theory, mine water inrush accident is that the system 
energy of surface water or groundwater is released accidentally to shaft and drift because of the unseasonable production 
process. The unseasonable mining activity is the incentives of accidental energy release, and the unseasonable measure of 
security or drainage make hazard of water inrush heavier. Therefore, we can classify the source of mine water inrush as 
follows: ① sources of water inrush;②channel of water inrush; ③ Inducement of water inrush; ④means of water inrush; ⑤ 
failure drainage and emergency measure. 
The classification of water inrush risk sources is shows as Table 1. 
3.2. Identification risk source of mine water inrush 
According to the classification of water inrush source in the process of coal production and the production system 
structure of exploration, excavation, mining, transportation, we can identify the source of water inrush through applying 
check list on comparing the standard on means of pore-water inrush, fissure water inrush, goaf-water inrush, meteoric water 
inrush, surface-water inrush and karst-water inrush. The result identified can be seen in fig 1. 
Table1 Classification of water disaster risk sources in coal production process 
 Ⅰ Ⅱ Ⅲ Ⅳ 
simple medium complex most complex 
sources of w
ater inrush 
groundw
at
e 
pore water 
fissure water  
karst water 
goaf water 
the aquifer or 
other water body 
with water weak 
and poor supply, 
or in arid areas of 
China or mine 
aquifer above the 
base level of 
erosion. 
Mostly pore water
or karst water with 
moderate water-
rich, and both static 
and dynamic 
reserves, and a 
greater range of 
goaf water and 
surface water but 
poor supply or 
meteoric water 
concentrated 
mainly on rainfall 
period. 
Mostly pore 
water or karst 
water with rich 
water and good 
supply 
conditions， 
large-scale 
surface water， 
meteoric water 
on rainstorm. 
primary dynamic 
reserves and 
secondary static 
reserves 
Most Karst water 
with strong rich 
water or karstlize 
runoff flow, 
secondary large-
scale surface 
water and 
meteoric water on 
rainstorm. 
dynamic water 
reserves.  
surface w
ater 
surface water 
meteoric water 
Classification characteristics 
basis 
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channel of w
ater inrush 
top of mining stope 
floor of mining stope 
fault zone 
Drilling subsided column 
Water-inrush 
channel is poor, or 
having thick 
water-resisting 
layer in stope and 
water but it is 
loosen by mine 
pressure  
Water-inrush 
channel is good, or 
having incomplete 
water-resisting 
layer in stope and 
water but its 
resistant force is 
small than water 
inrush force. 
Water-inrush 
channel is better, 
having big 
channel section, 
or having water-
resisting layer in 
stope and water 
but having a big 
channel washed 
by mine pressure 
and hydraulic 
pressure. 
Water-inrush 
channel is best, 
having big and 
enough channel 
section, or no 
water-resisting 
layer in stope and 
water , or having 
thickness small, 
low intensity, 
water-resisting 
layer is easy to be 
destroyed
m
eans of w
ater 
inrush 
buffering hysteretic gradual 
Buffering type 
primarily, also 
composite of 
buffering and 
gentle enter type 
and having 
occasional small 
explosive type.
Buffering type and 
explosive type are 
existent ，the of 
probability larger 
than the former. 
it is composite by 
touched 
explosive type 
and  explosive 
type or Buffering 
type and 
explosive type. 
touched outburst 
primarily and 
accidental 
compositive type.
explosive 
 
 
 
 
Fig.1 Fault tree model of mine water inrush 
4. Fault tree analysis of water inrush in the coal production process 
4.1. building fault tree model 
Based on the mechanism of water inrush and the classification of water inrush risk resource, used mine water inrush 
accident as the top event, this paper builds two-layer accident tree mode of coal water inrush, which can be seen in the 
figure 1. 
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Mine water inrush accident (top event T) is because of complex hydrographic conditions （ 1A ）, insufficient drainage 
capacity（ 2A ） and ineffective prevention（ 3A ）, which are the necessary condition of water inrush, the relationship 
between these and top event is ‘and ‘, which is the first level of accident tree. 
In the second level of coal water inrush accident, fault water channeling（ 1B ）, transfixion surface water （ 2B ）and 
transfixion aquifer water or goaf-water （ 3B ） are the necessary condition of the complex hydro geological conditions, 
and they are ‘and’ with 1A . While not exploring water according with the regulations ( 4B ）and ineffectiveness of the 
command（ 5B ） are the sufficient condition of ineffective prevention（ 3A ）, those are ‘and’. 
4.2. Getting the minimal cut-set 
The logic expression formula of coal water inrush accident tree is: 
))()(( 1354876321321 XBBXXXBBBAAAT ==  
What can be got the following from through the further logic operation: 
)1(
13853138521384313842
98439842983198219753
97529743974297319653
96529643964296319621
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXT
++++
+
+++++
+++++
++++=
""
 
It can be seen from the (1) that there are 90 probable path of mine water inrush accident. 
Getting the minimal path-set 
According to De Morgan's law in Boolean algebra, all the “and” should be transformed to “or”, “or” should be 
transformed to “and”, and transform A  to A′ , which is the supplementary to the original event A . The formula is : 
)2(1354876321321 XBBXXXBBBAAAT ′′′+′′′+′′′=′′′=′  
The formula (2) can be got from the further operation: 
)3(13121110987654132 XXXXXXXXXXXXXT ′′′′′+′′′+′′′+′′=′ The minimal path-set of system security can be got as follows: 
)()(
)()(
13121110948763
5412321
XXXXXPXXXP
XXXPXXP
′′′′′=′′′=
′′′=′′= ，
           
So there are 4 types of the minimal path-sets, that means there are 4 basic events which can not make the top event to 
happen. 
4.3. Structural importance degree analysis of basic event  
Structural importance degree analysis is to analyze the impact degree from each basic event on top event. The accident 
tree is composed by many basic events, all these basic events have impact to top event, but the impact degrees are different. 
In the process of drawing up security measure, there should be order and priorities, to ensure economy, efficiency, security 
in the system. 
According to ∑
=
=
m
j jRK
iI
1
11)(φ , there, )(iIφ  is the structural importance degree coefficient of basic event, K  is the 
minimal path-set tree, jR  is the percentage of some basic event in the minimal path-set. we can get 
083.0876541 ====== IIIIII  125.032 == II ， 05.0131211109 ===== IIIII . So, the sequence of 
structural importance degree of 13 basic events which make the coal water inrush accident is as follows: 
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1312111098
7654132
IIIIII
IIIIIII
====>
=====>=
  
4.4. Mine water inrush risk source evaluation 
From above analysis, there are 90 paths that can lead the mine water inrush accident in the 13 basic events. And from the 
structural importance degree analysis of basic event, unreasonable waterproof pillar design（ 2X ） and destruction of all 
kinds of waterproof pillar as mining（ 3X ） can mostly lead water inrush accident. Secondly, aquifer or goaf water
（ 5X ）; fault water（ 1X ）; surface water （ 4X ）; not designing and cleaning water tank （ 6X ）based on Coal Mine 
Safety Regulations, installing maintaining pumps （ 7X ）and power supply（ 8X ） . Lastly, not exploring water 
according to Regulations（ 9X ）; failure exploring and plugging water; failure prevention water gate（ 11X ）; inadequate 
safety measures（ 12X ）and lack of knowledge of prevention and control of water（ 13X ）. 
5. Conclusions 
The characteristic of water inrush risk resource is complex, dynamic and interactive in the process of coal production. 
We can find out the weakest link in water controlling through analyzing the water inrush accident in the process of coal 
production with the method of accident tree and seeking the minimal cut-set, minimal path-set and the structural importance 
coefficient of basic event, then determine the water control measures and propose optimal water control scheme. It is of 
guiding significance to prevent water inrush scientifically in the process of coal production.  
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